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Abstract As seismic traveltime tomography continues to be refined using data from the vast USArray data
set, it is advantageous to also exploit the amplitude information carried by seismic waves. We use ambient
noise cross correlation tomake observations of surface wave amplification and attenuation at shorter periods
(8–32 s) than can be observed with only traditional teleseismic earthquake sources. We show that the
wavefront tracking approach can be successfully applied to ambient noise correlations, yielding results quite
similar to those from earthquake observations at periods of overlap. This consistency indicates that the
wavefront tracking approach is viable for use with ambient noise correlations, despite concerns of the
inhomogeneous and unknown distribution of noise sources. The resulting amplification and attenuation
maps correlate well with known tectonic and crustal structure; at the shortest periods, our amplification and
attenuation maps correlate well with surface geology and known sedimentary basins, while our longest
period amplitudes are controlled by crustal thickness and begin to probe upper mantle materials. These
amplification and attenuation observations are sensitive to crustal materials in different ways than traveltime
observations and may be used to better constrain temperature or density variations. We also value them as
an independent means of describing the lateral variability of observed Rayleigh wave amplitudes without
the need for 3-D tomographic inversions.

1. Introduction

Since the introduction of the Earthscope USArray, a network of more than 1,700 stations spanning the conti-
nental U.S., numerous studies have imaged seismic velocities in the crust and upper mantle (e.g., Ekström,
2014; Porritt et al., 2014; Shen et al., 2013). This has provided an unprecedented and cohesive view of tectonic
structures within the continental U.S., ranging from broad patterns such as the transition from the recently tec-
tonically active western U.S. to stable continental craton in the east, down to the description of smaller-scale
provinces and features such as the Snake River Plain, Colorado Plateau, Reelfoot Rift, and others. The seismic
models have been constructed (and are continuing to be constructed) through a range of seismic methods
including surface wave tomography (one-station, two-station, and array-based methods; e.g., Jin & Gaherty,
2015; Liang & Langston, 2009), body-wave tomography (e.g., Schmandt & Lin, 2014), receiver functions (e.g.,
Kumar et al., 2012), and more, allowing for characterization of the shallowest crust down to the upper mantle.

While most of the above mentioned studies have focused on traveltimes and velocity modeling, there
remains a wealth of information carried by the amplitudes of seismic data (e.g., Dalton & Ekström, 2006a;
Ferreira & Woodhouse, 2007; Prieto et al., 2011; Weaver, 2011a). Notably, Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012)
and later Bao et al. (2016) successfully developed and applied a wavefront tracking method by which the
effects of attenuation or amplification can be measured as Rayleigh waves from distant earthquakes propa-
gate across the array. This approach considers how local geological structure can affect a passing wave’s
amplitudes in a manner both observable and different than what can be described purely by velocities.
For example, material properties such as temperature or fluid content may be distinguishable using the com-
plementary information of both seismic velocity and attenuation (e.g., Dalton & Ekström, 2006b; Karato, 1993;
Priestley & McKenzie, 2006). Additionally, different seismic observables will be sensitive to geologic structure
at different depths; the sensitivity kernels of Rayleigh wave amplification, horizontal-to-vertical (H/V) ampli-
tude ratios, and group and phase velocity can all be used to probe different depths within the Earth (Lin,
Schmandt, & Tsai, 2012; Lin, Tsai, & Ritzwoller, 2012; Lin et al., 2014).

The wavefront tracking approach used by Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012) and Bao et al. (2016) extracts ampli-
tude and phase traveltime observations of Rayleighwaves from distant earthquakes. Eddy and Ekström (2014)
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used a somewhat different method based on amplitude differences between nearby stations to constrain
amplifications, but this work also used earthquake data fromUSArray. In this paper, we use a wavefront tracking
approach applied instead to ambient noise cross correlations. Ambient noise tomography has been increas-
ingly used to recover velocity models, in part due to its flexibility in deployment (signals can be extracted
anywhere two stations are present) and due to the fact that it can recover shorter wavelength surface waves
than is observed with distant earthquakes. While the earthquake-based work of Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012)
recovered signals at periods in the range of 24 to 100 s, the ambient noise signals extracted in this paper are in
the range of 8 to 32 s, allowing crustal properties to be probed at both shallower ranges and higher resolution.

We favor the wavefront tracking method for two reasons. The first reason is that it properly accounts for
energy focusing and defocusing, which may be a significant contribution to differences in observed ampli-
tudes. Second, and important uniquely for the ambient noise data used in this paper, we prefer the method
because the interpretation and the use of raw amplitude information from the ambient noise wavefield have
been a topic of some debate. Analytic work (e.g., Tsai, 2011; Weaver, 2011a), numerical simulations (e.g.,
Cupillard & Capdeville, 2010), and observations (e.g., Ermert, Villaseñor, & Fichtner, 2016) all point to the fact
that the amplitudes of noise correlation functions (NCFs) are highly dependent on the distribution of noise
sources. As Snieder (2004), Tsai (2010), and others show, the waveform recovered by noise correlation will
be a true and accurate Green’s function between the two stations if and only if the background noise
field is equally partitioned in time, space, frequency, and mode. This constraint is obviously not met in the
real Earth, where dominant noise sources are strongly related to water-wave interactions in the oceans
(i.e., Longuet-Higgins, 1950).

Various signal processing techniques may be employed to mitigate these nonstationary biases (e.g., Bensen
et al., 2007), but many such techniques unfortunately leave an NCF signal arbitrarily normalized, hindering
the ability to make relative amplitude measurements. Further, such processing affects the sensitivity kernels
of an NCF (i.e., Fichtner et al., 2016), making it difficult to properly attribute the effect of such processing with-
out complete knowledge of the background noise field. The full-waveform interferometry described by
Fichtner et al. (2016) may offer an approach that can simultaneously describe both sources and structures,
but this is difficult to apply in practice since solving for the full 3-D ambient noise source distribution is a
highly underdetermined inverse problem. By all accounts of ambient noise theory, the raw amplitude mea-
sured of an NCF should not be trusted to give reliable measures of structure alone.

Despite these theoretical problems with amplitude measurements, other studies have advocated that the
use of raw NCF waveforms is acceptable in some cases. Prieto et al. (2009) and Lawrence and Prieto (2011)
were able to recover reasonable attenuation measurements from the western U.S. by measuring waveform
coherency and, in separate work, argue that any directional source biases are negligible (i.e., Lawrence
et al., 2013), especially for a method where measurements can be averaged over a wide range of station-
station azimuths. Additionally, scattering from crustal heterogeneities is expected to redistribute energy
and mitigate some of these biases, especially at shorter wavelengths (e.g., Campillo & Paul, 2003; Prieto
et al., 2011). However, we reemphasize that the validity of all of these arguments is debated by Tsai (2011),
Weaver (2011b), and Menon et al. (2014).

As a separate example, amplitudes of NCFs are used by Denolle et al. (2014) and Viens et al. (2016) to recover
realistic basin amplification effects and are well validated with actual earthquake events. In such virtual
source reconstructions, the authors are careful to only consider station-station paths over a narrow range
of azimuths and are careful to stack all NCFs over a consistent time period, thus mitigating potential biases
from inhomogeneous noise source distributions. Viens et al. (2017) also demonstrate that while temporal
and azimuthal variations in noise source may contribute to variability in NCF amplitudes, such errors are small
compared to the large effect of sedimentary basin amplifications they observe, indicating that direct obser-
vation can still be useful in some contexts.

In contrast to the above mentioned approaches, the wavefront tracking method is only concerned with how
a wavefield evolves across an array; the initial distribution of seismic energy is not important. This approach
has been successfully used with eikonal, Helmholtz, and amplification tomography (i.e., Lin & Ritzwoller, 2011;
Lin et al., 2009; Lin, Tsai, & Ritzwoller, 2012). If one considers all NCF pairs with a given station in common and
all treated with identical and linear preprocessing, the resulting wavefield will evolve with time obeying the
linear wave equation (Lin et al., 2013). This wavefield need not be composed of true Green’s functions, and
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although we often refer to the single common station as a “virtual
source,” wave energy does not and need not originate from this point.
Rather, the cross-correlation operation supplies means to collect and
observe wavefronts that can be used in the wavefront-tracking
approach. This was the basis of similar work using ambient noise
signals from a very dense array in Long Beach, CA, to recover surface
wave site amplification effects at frequencies up to 1–2 Hz (i.e.,
Bowden et al., 2015).

This paper explores the extent to which noise amplitude information
can be recovered in a wavefront tracking scheme from USArray with
the strictest possible processing. Steps are taken (explained below) to
ensure a relatively high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), while treating all
stations equally and making measurements only when stations can
be stacked for an identical period of time. We note that the resulting
surface wave amplification and attenuation maps have implications
for tectonic structure and may be used in future tomographic efforts

that include joint inversion of multiple data sets, though we also consider it an advantage that these proper-
ties may be directly observed without the need for complex 3-D inversions or other assumptions.

2. Methods
2.1. Ambient Noise Cross Correlations

In processing the ambient noise cross correlations, we use vertical component data from 1,901 stations
between 2007 and 2014 from USArray and supplemented by Advanced National Seismic System (ANSS)
and regional networks, shown in Figure 1. We divide data into day-long segments of time, with the same pre-
processing approach as in Bowden et al. (2015). This uses a modification of traditional spectral whitening (i.e.,
Bensen et al., 2007) that weights the spectra of all stations for a given day by a single, representative spectrum
constructed by taking the 95th percentile at each frequency for all station spectra on that day, and this single
spectrum is subsequently smoothed. Similarly, a version of time domain weighting is used that scales the
amplitudes of all resulting NCFs from a single day by a single, common factor before including each in a cumu-
lative monthly stack, determined by taking the 95th percentile of the peak amplitudes of all NCFs. In this way,
a set of spurious measurements from a day biased by earthquakes would not bemore strongly weighted than
any other day. These “whole-array” processing steps are not as effective as traditional preprocessing techni-
ques at producing clear arrivals (i.e., Bensen et al., 2007), but they do ensure that relative amplitude informa-
tion is preserved and the wave equation still holds (e.g., Lin et al., 2013). The more traditional versions of
spectral whitening or time domain normalization act on each station individually, resulting in waveforms that
are arbitrarily normalized relative to one another, and should not be applied when amplitudes are of interest.
An alternative approachwould simply be to not use any preprocessingwhatsoever, but we find the SNR of our
measurements is too poor in this case (such that the NCFs do not converge fast enough).

Stations in USArray were rolled across the U.S. from west to east between 2004 and 2014. At any given time, a
smaller number of stations were concurrently recording (each station was in the ground for roughly
18 months), and most of these were focused over a narrow range of longitudes. This poses an additional
difficulty in preserving relative amplitude information: we are only able to directly compare amplitudes of
stations pairs that were stacked over an identical time window. To account for this, we divide the continental
U.S. into 1,115 subregions of roughly 600 km by 600 km in size, evenly distributed with significant overlap (up
to 85% of a subregion overlaps with neighbors for the interior of the U.S.). This size is somewhat arbitrary, but
we find that a 600 km wide subregion from USArray generally has stations in the ground simultaneously for a
reasonable period of time. A wavefield across each subregion is constructed using cross correlations from all
stations within a given subregion against any possible virtual source (i.e., any station), with the NCFs stacked
for an identical number of months. Stations within the subregion are also counted as possible virtual sources.
An example of one such subregion is shown in Figures 2a and 2b, and we note that while the time period of
months used for the NCFs in Figure 2a is different than those in Figure 2b, within each set of observations the
months used for stacking remain consistent.

Figure 1. Stations used for ambient noise cross correlation.
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Also, because stations are occasionally missing short periods of data, we do allow a station that was online for
90% of a given month to still be considered complete in regards to this stacking (though each station is
properly weighted by the number of days it was present). On average, we are able to stack each station-
to-subregion set for 3 months, though in some cases the stations were arranged such that more than a year’s
worth of data could be collected and consistently stacked. This difference in stacking durations makes for
vastly different signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) in the recovered NCF waveforms, but we are careful to reject
any NCF with an SNR less than 6, defined as the peak amplitude within the expected surface wave arrival
window to the RMS of the trace outside of the expected arrival window.

This process of subdividing the array into many subregions could, in theory, introduce some amount of
spatial bias or aliasing due to the overlapping nature of subregions. However, if a given location in the
area is sampled by multiple overlapping regions, this simply means that more observations of the wavefront
are available (as explained in more detail below). In our final measurements, we observe no bias or
pattern resembling the initial distribution of subregions and so are confident that this is not an issue.
Unfortunately, much of the potential data is discarded in this strict stacking procedure, but this is preferable
to dealing with the unknown effects of stacking over uneven time windows.

2.2. Wavefront Tracking Across a Given Subarray

Once noise correlations are complete, we can proceed with the wavefront tracking approach of Lin, Tsai, and
Ritzwoller (2012), in a manner that is (nearly) independent of the wavefield source or type. The method con-
siders the amplitude, A(x, y), and phase travel time, τ(x, y), of an assumed 2-D surface wavefield at a given
period—in this case the vertical component of Rayleigh waves at numerous locations throughout a given
subarray, extracted from waveforms with standard frequency-time analysis (i.e., Levshin & Ritzwoller, 2001).
Fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves are isolated by the analysis’ requirement that a clear dispersion branch
is observed and by requiring a signal-to-noise ratio of the arrival compared to other signals of at least 6. It is
assumed that there is only one observed wavefront originating at the virtual source station. The amplitudes
(for example, from Figures 2a and 2b) and travel times are used to construct maps of A(x, y) and τ(x, y) by fit-
ting a surface onto a fine, regularly spaced grid with spacing of 0.2° latitude and longitude. This surface fitting
procedure is done using the minimum-curvature surface subroutine of GMT (Wessel et al., 2013) and is
usually quite successful at describing the evolution of a wavefield as long as the wavelength used is not

Figure 2. One example subregion or subset of stations. A given external virtual noise source must be stacked over an
identical period of time, though this time period may be different for each external virtual noise source (black triangles).
(a) D24A as the virtual source. (b) R11A as the virtual source.
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shorter than the average station spacing. Automated quality control checks are used to correct for a 2π ambi-
guity in measuring phase velocity.

As described by Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012), surface waves in 3-D can be described at the Earth’s surface by
2-D surfacewave potentials as long as lateral velocity variations are relatively smooth. The potential χ2-D(x, y, t),
in this case for the vertical component of Rayleigh waves, is related to observed amplitudes of the wavefield,
A(x, y), by

A x; yð Þeiω t�τ x;yð Þð Þ ¼ β x; yð Þχ2-D x; y; tð Þ (1)

where β(x, y) is a local, relative amplification term for surface wave potentials (discussed more below). This
potential satisfies the 2-D wave equation (e.g., Tromp & Dahlen, 1992), which leads to the following equation,
also sometimes referred to as the transport equation

2∇β·∇τ
β

� 2α
c
þ S ¼ 2∇A·∇τ

A
þ ∇2τ (2)

where α relates to attenuation and c is phase velocity. All variables in equation 2 have a spatial dependence on
(x, y), but this is omitted in equation 2 (andmost of the paper) for brevity. The term α refers to intrinsic attenua-
tion and relates to the more commonly used Q factor by α = πf/(UQ) where f is frequency and U is group velo-
city (e.g., Mitchell, 1995; Yang & Forsyth, 2008), and attenuation is assumed weak enough to not affect phase
travel time. Compared to the derivation of Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012) and following Bowden et al. (2015),
we use a more general solution in which a generic source term, S(x, y), is included and described later.

Equation 2 tracks changes in amplitude as the Rayleigh wave propagates from one region to another. It is
arranged in such a way that the right-hand side consists entirely of observables A and τ. Qualitatively, equa-
tion 2 can be described in the following way: observations of spatial amplitude changes in the direction of
wave propagation (∇A · ∇τ) are corrected by the amplitude changes associated with the wavefront’s chan-
ging shape and velocity, including geometric spreading, wavefront focusing, and a shift in wavelength from
one medium to another (all captured by the ∇2τ term). Following Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012), this sum on
the right-hand side is referred to as “corrected amplitude decay,” and such maps are collected for each virtual
source available to each subregion at a range of discrete periods, from 8 to 32 s. The sum of these two terms
on the right-hand side would be zero in the absence of geologic variations causing amplification, attenuation,
or additional seismic sources (all pieces of the left-hand side). These three terms can be further decoupled by
noting that the amplification caused by underlying geologic structure will depend on the direction of propa-
gation (∇β · ∇τ), while attenuation or simple sources will act on a wavefront isotropically.

Here we use observations of A and τ that are specifically for a single period of the vertical component of
fundamental-mode Rayleigh waves. This fundamental mode was selected and isolated in the frequency-time
analysis used, but we note that the method could be applied to higher modes if these were well observed. To
use horizontal-component Rayleigh or Love observations, an additional gradient or curl term, respectively, is
needed to relate observed amplitude to the conserved surface wave potential (Tromp & Dahlen, 1992). This is
feasible under the framework of this method, but it is not the focus of this paper.

For the amplification term, there are two possible ways to define and interpret this, and the difference is not
well described in the literature. In equation 2, β refers to a surface wave potential amplification factor that
results from the wavefront tracking observations. This can be expressed as a ratio of measurements between
a reference site (indicated by superscript R) and any other site of interest as

β ¼ cUI0
cRURI0R

� ��1=2

(3)

where c is phase velocity, U is group velocity, I0 is an integral over the surface wave eigenfunctions (e.g., Lin,
Tsai, & Ritzwoller, 2012; Tromp & Dahlen, 1992). For Rayleigh waves the I0 integral is defined as

I0 ¼ ∫
∞

0
ρ zð Þ u1 zð Þ2 þ u2 zð Þ2

� �
dz (4)

where ρ(z) is the density as a function of depth, and u1(z) u2(z) describe the normalized horizontal and vertical
eigenfunctions, respectively. The ratio of phase velocities (c/cR) in equation 3, specifically, is important
because the ∇2τ term in equation 2 corrects for shifts in wavelength in addition to geometric spreading,
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focusing, and defocusing of a wavefront. In this wavefront tracking approach, the ∇2τ term from equation 2 is
necessary to account for 2-D geometric effects in a proper finite-frequency theory. Presenting observations of
β defined this way is the most natural for this work, and β is referred to as “observed amplification” through-
out this paper.

However, since the amplification β is relative to the surface wave potential, and the potential is not directly
observable, it is not the appropriate amplification factor to directly describe observed surface wave ampli-
tudes. To properly describe changes in a surface wave’s amplitude that will be observed due to site effects
related to the local 1-D geological structure, a different site-amplification factor (i.e., Bowden & Tsai, 2017;
De Noyer, 1961; Tsai et al., 2017) can be defined as

An

AnR
¼ UI0

URI0R

� ��1=2

(5)

where An and An
R describe the amplitudes of a surface wave at a given site and reference site as a function of

frequency, respectively. (Note that the difference between equation 5 and equation 3 is that equation 3 con-
tains an extraphase velocity term.) This version of site amplification applies directly to the amplification of
observed displacement amplitudes as a surface wave travels from one 1-D profile to another and therefore
may be most useful for descriptions of site response for hazard purposes. This definition is also the more
appropriate version of site amplification to use for methods such as that of Eddy and Ekström (2014) that rely
on more direct observations of amplitude ratios without accounting for geometric focusing and defocusing
of the wavefront. Again, we refer to β as defined in equation 3 as observed amplification for the wavefront
tracking method (i.e., Bao et al., 2016; Lin, Tsai, & Ritzwoller, 2012, and this work), but this difference should
be kept in mind when interpreting the results.

Once the spatial gradients on the right-hand side of equation (1) have beenmeasured, the corrected amplitude
decay depends only on the direction of wave propagation and geologic structure, rather than any time-varying
properties of the far-field ambient noise field. Thus, different azimuths of wave propagation may be compared
even though the time range of data used may be different. Additionally, measurements from different subre-
gions may now be collected for regions of overlap; all observations of corrected amplitude are treated equally,
regardless of virtual source or subregion. Collecting observations in regions of overlapmay lead to some redun-
dancy of any given source-station pair, but we believe this has little effect on the resulting analysis. As in Lin,
Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012) and Bao et al. (2016), the corrected amplitude decay measurements are plotted as
a function of azimuth and a sinusoidal curve is fit with 1-psi anisotropy (that is, exactly 360° periodicity but arbi-
trary phase, amplitude, and static offset), as in Figure 3. Once a 1-psi curve is fit, the magnitude and direction of
peak amplification is attributed to the term (2∇β · ∇τ)/β, while the static offset is attributed to the isotropic
attenuation and source terms. This curve-fitting approach is also discussed and preferred by Bao et al.
(2016) over an approach that measures attenuation and amplification through separate approaches. One
example from near the Yellowstone Hotspot below (Figure 3a) exhibits a high amount of directionally depen-
dent amplification, while the other example from the Basin-and-Range Province (Figure 3b) does not.

We note that we keep the acausal (negative time lag, inwardly propagating) and causal (positive time lag,
outwardly propagating) sides of the NCF separate to distinguish between the effect of attenuation and
sources. New energy contributed to the system within a given subregion (referred to as S in equation 2),
either from new ambient noise sources or energy scattered away from heterogeneities that act as new iso-
tropically radiating sources (i.e., Ma & Clayton, 2014), will primarily only affect the acausal incoming wavefront
(Bowden et al., 2015; Liu, Ben-zion, & Zigone, 2015). This is because the region of noise sources that most
strongly contributes to the NCF is changing along with the incoming wavefront, while for the outgoing wave-
front the influential noise sources are relatively fixed somewhere at or behind the virtual source. Because the
positive-lag, outwardly propagating wavefront is assumed to be affected by attenuation only (and not
sources), we extract our observations of attenuation from these measurements only. Comparing the incom-
ing and outgoing wavefronts may yield constraints on sources and scatterers, but because we cannot distin-
guish between sources and scatterers we do not interpret these results here.

Because of this difference in causal and acausal time lags, we perform the 1-psi fits in three successive steps.
For a first pass, both the causal and acausal corrected amplifications are considered together, and the best
fitting 1-psi amplitudes and directions are determined, allowing for variable amplification magnitude, direc-
tion, and static offset (the black curves in Figures 3a and 3b). Combining causal and acausal measurements
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Figure 3. Example corrected amplification measurements as a function of propagation azimuth at 24 s period. Each green
or blue dot represents the incoming or outgoing observation from a virtual source. One point exhibits strong amplitude
effects and is near the (a) Yellowstone hotspot, and the (b) other example point in the relatively homogenous Basin-
and-Range Province does not. For both measurements, the location, magnitude, and direction of the 1-psi curve is repre-
sented as a vector in the (c) map view. Geologic and tectonic provinces referred to throughout the paper are labeled in the
map (Figure 3c).
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is advantageous because some regions of the U.S. exhibit very few measurements of one or the other (e.g.,
near the edges or coastlines), but using both allows for a more complete range of azimuthal observations
and a more robust fit. With the amplification directions and magnitudes constrained and fixed, a second
iteration is then performed to find the best fitting static offsets separately for the causal and acausal waves.
As described in the previous paragraph, our measurements of attenuation are derived only from the
outgoing, causal wavefield. Finally, these static offsets (dashed lines in Figures 3a and 3b) are subtracted
from each individual corrected amplification measurement (the blue and green dots in Figures 3a and 3b)
such that both incoming and outgoing wavefronts are unbiased by attenuation, scattering, or sources, and
then a final measurement of amplification direction and magnitude is made. All measurements at a given
location are discarded if the mean chi-squared misfit measured at each of 18 different 20° azimuthal bins
(shown in Figure S1 in the supporting information) is greater than 0.1 (see supporting information), which
was most often the case only at the edges of USArray. Areas with a high uncertainty within the interior of
the array are also excluded, but these are generally small and effectively smoothed over in the process of
fitting amplification measurements. Figure 4 shows the lateral pattern of these best fitting magnitudes and
directions for 24 s Rayleigh waves.

Given maps like Figure 4 at each discrete period, we can finally describe the observed amplification term, β.
The vector field of maximum amplification magnitude and direction is attributed to the (2∇β · ∇τ)/β term in
equation 2, and following Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012), the best fitting scalar amplification map, β, is
determined through a linearized fit to the vector field. Unlike the work of Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012),
no successive iterations of the entire method is performed; one such iteration was tested, but the change
was negligible enough and the computational cost high enough that it was considered unnecessary.
Finally, although most of this processing is performed on a regular grid of 0.2°, we note that the actual reso-
lution of attenuation and amplification depends on the original station spacing, and so features of all maps
are smooth on the order of 100 km.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1.1. Amplification Maps
Final observed surface wave amplification (β) maps are presented in Figure 5, at periods of 8, 12, 16, 24, and
32 s. For each map, the reference value for β (i.e., β = 1) is arbitrary and is taken simply as the point

Figure 4. Map view of all 1-psi magnitudes and directions for 24 s Rayleigh waves. Stronger colors indicate a stronger
gradient in observed amplitudes, which is expected to correlate with boundaries of geologic provinces.
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representing an average. Any map could be renormalized and its colorbar shifted arbitrarily. As mentioned
previously, this amplification is most appropriate for wavefront tracking approaches (e.g., Bao et al., 2016;
Lin, Tsai, & Ritzwoller, 2012), but maps of amplification β corrected for phase velocity may be most
appropriate for direct amplitude observations (e.g., Eddy & Ekström, 2014), and these alternative site
amplification factors based on equation 5 are presented in Figure S2.

As expected, the maps show significant correlation with known tectonic provinces such as the Snake River
Plane, Colorado Plateau, Oklahoma Aulacogen, and others (see tectonic province labels in Figure 3c).
Higher amplification is observed at almost all periods at the Yellowstone Hotspot, which is known to be warm
and therefore has slower seismic waves (Huang et al., 2015; Seats & Lawrence, 2014), resulting in amplifica-
tion. At shorter periods (i.e., 8 and 12 s, Figures 5a and 5b), the maps indicate strongest amplification in
regions with known slow seismic velocities, primarily controlled by the presence of sediments such as in
the Columbia Basin or in the Gulf of Mexico (e.g., Mooney & Kaban, 2010). Indeed, to first order these maps
are expected to correlate with seismic velocity; surface waves entering a low-velocity sedimentary basin will
be slowed and amplified. In contrast, the older and faster stable craton in the eastern U.S., including the
Trans-Hudson, Grenville, and Appalachian Provinces, are associated with lower amplification, which is most
obvious again at shorter periods (i.e., Figures 5a and 5b).

There is a reversal of some of the dominant lateral features as observations are extended to longer period.
While the shorter period observations mentioned above were sensitive to the top 10 km of crustal material,
32 s Rayleigh waves start to be sensitive to upper mantle material (Figure 6e). Crust in regions such as the
sedimentary basins in the Gulf of Mexico or regions thinned by tectonic activity such as the Basin-and-
Range Province are significantly thinner and so are the first to see higher mantle velocities and the corre-
spondingly lower amplification. In contrast, areas with the thickest known crust, such as the Southern
Rockies, remain as a region of high surface wave amplification.

Figure 6 shows depth sensitivity kernels for various surface wave observables, for an average representative
1-D velocity profile for the continental U.S. from the tomography of Schmandt et al., (2015) (which will be
further compared later), calculated by iteratively perturbing shear wave velocity, Pwave velocity and density,
and recording the resulting change in semianalytic predictions (using Computer Programs in Seismology; i.e.,
Herrmann, 2013). Standard relations from Brocher (2005) are used to infer Vp and density from the Vs profile

Figure 5. Amplification measurements (β) at a range of periods: (a) 8, (b) 12, (c) 16, (d) 20, (e) 24, and (f) 32 s. We note that all maps are plotted with a nonlinear color
scale to emphasize differences closer to 1. Only the 8 s (Figure 5a) is plotted with a different scale than the others.
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shown. The amplification sensitivity kernels indicate that they are sensitive to a shallower region and with
opposite sign for some depths as compared to phase or group velocity, and so care should be taken if
these maps are to be compared to surface wave velocity observations of other studies.
3.1.2. Amplification Comparison to Other Models
We can compare the features of these maps to 3-D models. Schmandt et al. (2015) has produced one such
3-D model using a variety of observations, from both earthquake and ambient noise dispersion, H/V curves,
and teleseismic receiver functions. At each point a 1-D shear-wave velocity profile is considered, Vp and den-
sity are estimated based on standard relations (i.e., Brocher, 2005), and β semianalytically estimated using
equation 3. Again, the reference site is arbitrary, and β = 1 is defined as the whole-array average.

In Figure 7, our observed amplifications at 8, 20, and 32 s are presented again next to the theoretical model
predictions using the model of Schmandt et al. (2015), as well as the difference between the two. Most of the
dominant lateral features are present in both maps, as well as the overall magnitude of amplification
response (i.e., ±20% in many regions). However, the difference maps indicate that there remain a number
of regions with differences. The most severe of these differences is observed at 32 s, where it appears that
the model predicts significantly stronger amplifications in the western U.S. (indicated by a negative residual
in Figure 7i). This discrepancy could indicate an issue with the velocity and density model used. Though we
cannot comment on the validity of the velocity model itself or the need for improvements, we note that our
model predictions rely on standard relations between Vs and Vp, as well as between Vs and density described

Figure 6. Sensitivity kernels for a representative 1-D velocity profile (a) at 8 and 32 s. (b–i) Sensitivity to Vs (solid blue line),
Vp (red dashed line), and density (yellow dotted line) are indicated separately. The observed amplification sensitivity kernel
is calculated using the phase velocity, group velocity, and I0 energy integral kernels, following equation 3.
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by Brocher (2005). These relations represent averages andwere likely not intended to unilaterally represent the
various rheologies found throughout the continental U.S. Considering it is the 32 s maps that are most
sensitive to mantle materials, and that mantle materials are likely not well represented by the same Vp, Vs,
and density relations used for the crust, we expect this is the primary reason for discrepancies between
the model and our observations. Inaccuracies in the assumed Vs-Vp-density scalings may also explain
differences in the shorter-period (8 s) map (Figure 7c), in that prominent features here relate more to
surface geology and shallow sedimentary basins such as in the Gulf Coast. Testing alternative relations, or
even constraining and improving such relations, may be an opportunity of future work with these data sets.

As a different test, we can compare our noise-derived amplification observations to the earthquake-derived
observations of Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012) (Figure 8). Again, Lin’s previous work was focused on longer
period measurements but at least measurements of 24 s and 32 s overlap. Here we remeasured an average,
reference point of amplification for the western U.S. and rescale the relative amplifications shown in
Figures 8a, 8b, 8d, and 8e for a clearer comparison once values are compared in Figures 8c and 8f. In general,
we find very good agreement, with any substantial differences only near the edges of our domain. Notably,
the strong discrepancy that was present between observation and model at 32 s (Figure 7i) throughout the

Figure 7. Comparison of our observations (a, d, g) to semianalytic model predictions (b, e, h) and the difference of the two (c, f, i) for three different periods (8 s, 20 s,
and 32 s, respectively).
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western U.S. is not as strong of an issue here. These similarities confirm that the ambient noise measurements
do not provide different or biased information than would be inferred from earthquake wavefronts. However,
it should be noted that the earthquake-based observations use similar processing and gradient
measurements (i.e., equation 2), so any systematic biases in the method would appear in both maps.

We can also compare our observations to those of Eddy and Ekström (2014), who use earthquakes to observe
amplitude ratios at adjacent stations. While their measurements focus on mostly longer periods (35 s to
125 s), their 35 s observations may be expected to correlate with our 32 s noise observations. Again, because
their method relies on direct observation of surface wave amplitudes without a focusing and defocusing cor-
rection, a site amplification term defined as in equation 5 without phase velocity terms is most appropriate
for comparison (see Figure S2). Indeed, many lateral features are consistent, with low amplification of ~0.9
in the Texas Gulf, and northern Basin and Range provinces, as well as high amplification of ~1.1 in the south-
ern Rockies for both studies. The largest discrepancy is observed in the central northernmost part of the array
at around�105 W, 48 N, where the 35 s map of Eddy and Ekström (2014) shows strong amplifications above
1.15 while our observations show little or no structure in this region.
3.2.1. Attenuation Maps
We also examine the level of intrinsic attenuation, indicated by a persistent loss of energy at a given location
regardless of propagation direction (see equation 2). This is measured by a negative static offset of the 1-psi
sine curve for outgoing waves. This static offset is attributed to the�2α/c term in equation 2, and again α can
be related to a quality factorQ by α = πf/(CQ). As in the work of Bao et al. (2016) we find it necessary to smooth
the maps of α using a Gaussian filter of roughly 100 km. Even though we could constrain site-specific phase
and group velocities from our measurements, we use a constant phase and group velocity appropriate to the

Figure 8. Our noise-derived observations of (a and d) amplification, (b and e) the earthquake-derived observations replotted
from Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012), and the (c and f) difference between the two at 24 and 32 s. Relative amplifications in
Figures 8a, 8b, 8d, and 8e have all been arbitrarily rescaled by the average value for this region of the western U.S.
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period (as determined by the representative profile in Figure 6), so our observations are not complicated by
different patterns of spatial variability in velocity structures. In any case, the attenuation we observe varies by
nearly 2 orders of magnitude (plotted logarithmically in Figure 8), and so including a slightly different phase
or group velocity will not change the salient features in any significant way. The phase velocities used as a
representative average are 2.99, 3.14, 3.27, 3.39, 3.50, and 3.67 km/s for each of the six periods,
respectively, and group velocities are 2.67, 2.79, 2.85, 2.90, 2.97, and 3.19 km/s, respectively. Also, we
remind the reader that these measurements are for Rayleigh wave attenuation and may differ from
observations of P, S or the commonly observed Lg phase, but relations for different Q observables have
been discussed by Mitchell et al. (1976) and others.

We observe that attenuation is somewhat high at the shortest period, 8 s (Figure 9a), which is expected con-
sidering this is most sensitive to shallow crustal sedimentary basins. Even small-scale features associated with
sediment fill after rifting in the Oklahoma Aulacogen, midcontinental rift and Rio Grande rift can be observed
(see tectonic province labels in Figure 3c). At intermediate periods (i.e., 12–16 s, Figures 9b and 9c) attenua-
tion reaches its lowest values (highest Q) in most of the continental U.S., representative of deeper crustal
material. At our longest periods (i.e., up to 32 s, Figure 9f), attenuation increases again significantly, particu-
larly in the western U.S., such as in the Basin and Range province, since these periods are now sensitive to
upper mantle material. High attenuation in the Colorado Plateau and southern Rockies is unexpected,
however, considering the crust should be quite thick in this region.

Throughout all periods, the Yellowstone Hotspot is prevalent as a region of high attenuation, relating to high
temperatures in the magma chamber at depth (Huang et al., 2015). The high attenuation at Yellowstone is
also indicative that the methodology generally works as expected. A significant static offset in the 1-psi fits
(as in Figure 3a) is responsible for this reported attenuation; low velocities are expected and the correspond-
ing high amplifications are observed, but other factors do not cause the azimuthally independent decrease in
amplitude that we attribute to attenuation. As discussed by Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012) and Bao et al.
(2016) however, the focusing and defocusing effect as captured by ∇2τ may not be adequate on small spatial
scales, and care must be taken when interpreting these results.

Figure 9. Attenuation observations at six different periods, again 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, and 32 s. In each plot a logarithmically spaced Q factor is indicated on the color
scale, though we also show the corresponding conversion to attenuation coefficient, α.
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3.2.2. Attenuation Comparisons
Our maps can be compared to the earthquake-based attenuation maps of Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012) and
Bao et al. (2016). The 30 s attenuation map of Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012) shows similar large-scale struc-
ture to ours at 32 s, the Basin and Range province and the southern Rockies being the most prominent fea-
tures. However, Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012) smoothed their attenuation maps with a Gaussian filter of 4°,
much smoother than ours, and so further fine-scale comparisons are difficult. Bao et al. (2016) present
attenuation maps at periods down to 40 s, again using a similar wavefront tracking approach, though applied
to earthquake observations. Our observations at 32 s correlate well in regards to dominant lateral features
and values, such as the strong difference between the western and central U.S. More specific similarities also
exist, such as the slightly higher attenuation on the eastern seaboard east of the Grenville Province, the well-
defined delineations of the Basin and Range Province and the Colorado Plateau, and even a small patch of
higher attenuation east of the southern Rockies. Some differences exist, notably in that our observations indi-
cate high attenuation in the Colorado Plateau not present in the maps of Bao et al. (2016).

Our attenuation maps also correlate well with expectations based on temperature observations. For example,
the Southern Methodist University Geothermal Lab Heat Flow Map (Blackwell et al., 2011) based on numerous
well-log and geothermal power plant measurements indicates higher temperatures in the southern Rockies,
Basin-and-Range Province, Yellowstone Magma Chamber, and other places that agree with our attenuation
maps at various periods, but especially in the range of 16 to 24 s. This is not surprising, considering these periods
are most sensitive to the greater bulk of the crust; shorter periods may be strongly controlled by shallow com-
positional differences (i.e., sedimentary basins) and longer periods will begin to be affected bymantlematerials.

Our maps also correlate to some extent with those of Lawrence and Prieto (2011). Their maps use a different
method that has beenmuch debated in the literature (as described in section 1), yet we see a correlation with
features in the western U.S., as well as an overall trend of attenuation strength as a function of period. For
example, the lateral patterns of high attenuation near the Yellowstone Hotspot, low attenuation near the
boundary of the Colorado Plateau, and some high attenuation in the Mojave Desert on the southeast edge
of the Sierra Nevada Range are all consistent between bothmethods at 24 s. However, the strength of attenua-
tion reported is very different, with values of attenuation coefficient near α = 3 · 10�3 km�1 near Yellowstone
and the Mojave at 24 s, compared with our values of near α = 0.4 · 10�3 km�1 at those same locations. Some
other differences remain as well, such as northeast of the Basin-and-Range Province for which we observe
high attenuation, but the Lawrence and Prieto observations show none (at 24 s). Our maps are, admittedly,
presented with lower resolution than the Lawrence and Prieto results, but for various methodological reasons
we aremore confident in the wavefront tracking observations. Themaps from Lawrence and Prieto, for exam-
ple, use different assumptions about the background noise model (as mentioned in section 1) and do not
account for focusing and defocusing of energy or local amplification as ourwavefront tracking approach does.
Thus, although the method of Lawrence and Prieto may lead to some reasonable lateral patterns of attenua-
tion structure, their methods and assumptions may introduce significant bias in their quantitative results.

4. Conclusions

This paper demonstrates that tracking the amplitudes of wavefronts derived from ambient noise correlations
yields expected and consistent measurements. As long as one is careful with the processing and stacking of
ambient noise correlations, the evolution of a wavefield derived from an ambient noise virtual source
behaves just as for earthquake sources, even when true Green’s functions are not obtained. Demonstration
of this functionality from USArray data, which is well understood tectonically and previously studied using
earthquake-basedmeasurements, paves the way for similar array-based approaches to continue in the future
at other scales and periods, as was used on a city-scale dense array in Long Beach, CA (Bowden et al., 2015).

The surface wave amplification and attenuation maps derived here complement the longer period maps
from Lin, Tsai, and Ritzwoller (2012), Eddy and Ekström (2014), and Bao et al. (2016), with observations extend-
ing down to 8 s period and providing an additional observable for the shallower regions of the crust. The
maps show reasonable correlation with known tectonic and velocity structure, and any subtle differences
may be used in the future to better constrain velocity structure, Vp/Vs or density relations. In the future, joint
inversions should also be possible, using these measurements to complement existing observations of phase
velocity, group velocity, H/V ratios, receiver functions, and others.
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Finally, the surface wave attenuation maps presented here provide some of the highest resolution and most
complete coverage of the crust in the continental U.S. They correlate well with known surface temperature
anomalies and may be used in the future to constrain such properties as fluid content or temperature at
depth. Alternatively, they provide empirical observations that may be directly used in hazard studies or other
types of waveform estimation where surface waves are important.
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